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PRESIDENT’S CLUB

Children remind us how simple 
direct action can be effective 
when approaching a challenge. 
For instance, the simple but 
powerful act of 8-year-old Joy 
Schaaf (p. 29) to get friends and 
family involved in our cause. A 
child like Joy tackles a problem 
such as fundraising with ease 
while most adults hesitate to 

act. The students at Bishop Kelly High School (p. 16) provide 
hope through the research and development of new assistive 
ET products. 

They display great courage, tenacity, and resolve with such 
fearless determination for helping by simply saying, “I have 
ET, this is what it is and here is how you can help.” They 
make it look so easy. Oh, the lessons we can all learn. We 
hope you enjoy the wonderful stories about our youth and 
draw as much inspiration as we did. 

Dr. Paul Donohue’s articles on ET, published in his 
syndicated newspaper column To Your Health once or twice 
a year, draw thousands of hopeful people to the IETF to seek 
more information and resources. Dr. Donohue is this year’s 
recipient of the Shari Finsilver Spirit of Hope Award (p. 12). 

The IETF thanks the many people who have made significant 
contributions to increasing ET awareness during March (and 
year-round) across the U.S. These stories (p.4) are examples of 
what each and every one of us is capable of doing. The stories 
inspired us. I know they will inspire you to reach out and do 
what you can to increase awareness.  

Thank you for your financial support. Without your generous 
giving, we wouldn’t be able to continue funding programs that 
provide education, support, and research that will eventually 
lead to a treatment and a cure.  So your monthly, quarterly 
and annual donations are greatly appreciated. 

As some of our members have said, “$5 a month is about 
17 cents a day; an annual donation is 8 cents a day or $2.50 
a month. It’s such a small price to pay to help fund these 
important programs.”  When we ask for another donation, 
please simply give what you can and not a penny more. 
Together, we only have one huge goal and mission - to help 
the 10 million people that live with ET each and every day.

Sincerely,

Catherine Rice
Executive Director, IETF
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I have several family members affected 
by essential tremor. This might seem a 
perfect reason to become a neurologist, 
but I must admit that my passion for 
neurology, and movement disorders, 
arose years prior to me realizing 
their diagnosis. When I started 
medical school in 1999 in my native 
Barranquilla, Colombia, all my father 
had was a hint of a quiver in his lips 
and hands. This movement actually 
seemed to bother us more than it 
bothered him. I didn’t realize at the 
time that this tremor was going to 
progress and affect his life, and those 
of us who care about him. 

I moved to the U.S. in 2007 after 
joining the neurology residency 
program at Beth Israel Medical Center 
in New York City. Around this time, 
I started to detect my father’s slow 
but steady decline. During residency 
I traveled home about once per 
year. Every time I visited I noticed 
changes that others had seemed to 
overlook. Just like weight gain or 
loss, it is easier to notice someone has 
changed when you haven’t seen them 
in a while. On the other hand, my 
mentors emphasized the use of keen 
observation skills as a neurologist. I 
think I was applying those skills in  
my father’s case.

Each year I noticed his action tremor 
getting more pronounced. I saw 
him struggling more with activities 
that most of us take for granted. 
An enthusiastic steak lover, he gave 
up ordering steak at restaurants. 
Attempting to cut the meat frequently 
resulted in the embarrassment (for 
him and those sitting with him, 
especially my grandmother) of having 

food everywhere other 
than on his plate or in 
his mouth. 

His tablespoon quickly 
became nothing but 
a decorative item on 
his table setting. The 
only way he could have 
soup was by drinking 
it out of a mug that he 
tried to stabilize tightly 
between both hands, as 
if drinking hot cocoa 
on a cold winter night. Eventually 
this too became problematic. Since 
the idea of drinking soup with a 
straw seemed anything but appealing, 
he was forced to give up another of 
his favorite foods altogether.

Unfortunately, the problems weren’t 
limited to the dining table. Shaving 
became quite challenging. Frequent cuts 
prompted him to buy an electric razor. 
Reading the paper wasn’t any easier, but 
neither was trying to find CNN on the 
television with his remote.

It was clear by that time that, like 
three of his five siblings, he had 

essential tremor. However, when I 
suggested the possibility of starting 
a medication, the reply I got was, 
“Why would I take another pill when 
I can just have some Scotch whiskey 
or beer and make the tremor stop?” 
That was the case until summer 
2010, when writing and drawing 
simply became impossible. 

Having been born decades prior to 
the digital revolution, his learning to 
use the 3-D design software Autocad 
was simply out of the question. Sadly, 
he had to retire from his job as an 
architect. Unfortunately, along with 
retirement came depression. 

In fall 2010, he finally relinquished 
the strong will that has always 
characterized him and decided to 
look for help. Finding a neurologist 
was easy. Finding correct medication 
became more challenging than any of 
us ever anticipated. He was initially 
prescribed a beta-blocker, but his 
cardiologist forbade him from taking 
it given his history of a slow heart rate. 
He was then prescribed primidone. In 
spite of starting at a very low dose, he 
lost consciousness after the first time 
he tried it. He then experimented 

my  s t o r y

Andrew Deik
Neurology student’s father adapts to life with ET 

In fall 2010, he finally 
relinquished the strong 
will that has always 
characterized him and 
decided to look for help. 
Finding a neurologist 
was easy. Finding correct 
medication became more 
challenging than any of 
us ever anticipated.
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with a benzodiazepine, which made 
no difference at a low dose, but caused 
him unbearable drowsiness and fatigue 
at higher doses. 

Just when it seemed like he was 
running out of options, he was given 
a prescription for gabapentin. In his 
case, it made him somewhat sleepy 
at first but soon enough this effect 
dissipated and gentle increases in 
his dosing led to remarkable tremor 
control. Now he is again able to use 
a knife and a fork (granted he uses 
the special, heavy weighted silverware 

I found for him online) and has 
started reading The New York Times 
and sketching on his brand-new iPad. 
He is also able to dial again from his 
new cellphone, which has extra-large 
number keys that make it hard to 
miss one.

An optimist at heart, he continues 
to do quite well. Now 82, he looks 
forward to learning to use the 
new messenger application for his 
Facebook account. As for me, seeing 
him struggle and adapt so gracefully 
to his condition gives me all the 

motivation to continue to learn about 
essential tremor as I continue my 
training as a movement disorders 
specialist. With ever increasing 
public awareness, technological 
advancements for individuals with 
disabilities, continuous evolution 
of DBS, and exciting treatment 
alternatives coming down the pike, 
I am confident that the future will 
be even brighter for individuals like 
myself, who are at increased risk of 
someday developing this disease. 

Just when it seemed like he was running out of options,  
he was given a prescription for gabapentin. 
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ET awaren e s s

 IETF Activities for National Essential Tremor Awareness Month

• Sent press release and media kit to national media 
• Sent ET Awareness and The Scoop newsletter mailing to members,
   support group leaders, and healthcare professionals
• Posted ET Awareness materials for download at essentialtremor.org
• ET Awareness social media campaign (Facebook, Twitter) and email
• Sold ET Awareness bookmarks and bracelets
• IETF Washington, D.C. liaison Tom Bruderle contacted Congress
• Dr. Paul Donohue wrote about ET in syndicated newspaper column
• Distributed over 10,000 brochures to physicians so they can help 
  spread awareness.
• Art in the Garden silent auction/fundraiser in San Francisco (3/31)
• Held ET Education Seminars in Kansas City and Philadelphia in March

MARCH
MONTH
EssentialTremor.org

is National Essential
Tremor Awareness

The IETF’s mission is to provide global educational information, 
services and support to those affected by essential tremor (ET), and 
to health care providers, while promoting and funding ET research.

During March, we encouraged volunteers, people with ET, their  
families, friends, and associates to help educate the public,  
including health care providers, educators, community leaders,  
and those undiagnosed with the condition.

“The mayor was very 
gracious and respectful 
to our group and read 
aloud every word on that 
certificate,” says support 
group member Betty 
Schwarz. “The event 
was special to us.”

Katy, Texas ET support group The Jewels of Katy join Mayor Don Elder, Jr. as he reads an official proclamation declaring March as Essential 
Tremor Awareness Month.

ET Education Seminar in Kansas City
The IETF kicked off National Essential Tremor Awareness Month with an ET 
educational seminar Saturday, March 3, drawing 174 attendees from the greater 
Kansas City area. 

Featured speakers from the Parkinson’s Disease and Movement Disorder Center at 
the University of Kansas Medical Center were Director Rajesh Pahwa, MD, and 
Director of Research and Education Kelly Lyons, PhD. “Attendees had nothing 
but praise for Dr. Pahwa and Dr. Lyons. They found the information very benefi-
cial,” says Carol Rucker, IETF Membership Coordinator. “Some even commented 
that they would like to have one of these events more often. The doctors shared a 
lot of information on research that the attendees were very interested in.”

Read more about Dr. Donohue on page 12.

Watercolor artist Fred 
Ekman donated his 
original art to the IETF 
for sale by silent auction 
at “Art in the Garden,” 
a Bay Area event hosted 
by the IETF to raise 
funds for essential 
tremor (ET) research 
and education. 
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JOY

Eight-year-old Joy Schaaf in Greenville, Ohio took several steps to raise funds and awareness of 
essential tremor in her community. Read about her impressive accomplishments on page 29. 

Image courtesy of Teresa Schaaf.

ET Awareness Arizona Proclamation  
Chris Wertheim and Arizona support group 
leaders Jane Limbaugh (Sun Lakes) and 
Paul Leitch (Sun City) enlisted the support 
of State Representative Lela Alston to have 
the Arizona House of Representatives offi-
cially designate March as Arizona Essential 
Tremor Awareness Month. Congratulations!

_________________________________

For more updates on 2012 National  
Essential Tremor Awareness Month 
media coverage and events across the 
country, visit http://www.essentialtremor.
org/NETA-Media-Coverage-and-Events.

Kansas State Representative 
Kevin Yoder Speaks about ET in 
Congressional Record
“Mr. Speaker, today, I express my sup-
port and recognize March as National 
Essential Tremor Awareness Month.”
For the complete statement, 
visit:  http://capitolwords.org/
date/2012/03/29/E488_national-
essential-tremor-awareness-month

ABOUT REP. KEVIN YODER 
On January 5, 2011, Representative Yoder was sworn in to 
serve his first term as part of the 112th Congress. Prior to 
being elected to Congress, Rep. Yoder served as a State 
Representative in the Kansas Legislature, representing 
Leawood and Overland Park. During the state’s recent eco-
nomic crisis, he chaired the House Appropriations Committee. 
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re s e a r ch

Choosing to participate in clinical research is an important personal decision. Understand  
and consider the benefits and risks before agreeing to be part of any study. The Mayo Clinic  
offers a list of questions to ask and understand the impact before participating in clinical research.

Before you agree to participate in a clinical trial, know the answers to these questions: 

• Who is in charge of this study?
• Do the people running the study have a vested interest (conflict of interest) 
 in the outcome?
• What is this study trying to find out?
• What will be expected of you?
• Is it possible that you might receive a placebo?
• What benefits or risks can you expect if you take part in this study?
• How long will the study last?
• What happens if your condition gets worse during the study?
• Can you continue seeing your own doctor during the study?
• Will you need to pay for any part of the study, including doctor visits and routine tests?
• Who pays if you’re unexpectedly injured during the trial?
• How will your participation in the study affect your daily life?
• What happens at the end of the study?
• Will you be told the results of the study? When?
• Who will know that you’re participating in the study?

Source: http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/clinical-trials/DI00033/NSECTIONGROUP=2

OTHER RESOURCES

CISCRP - The Center for Information and Study on Clinical Research Participation  
is a first-of-its-kind nonprofit organization dedicated to educating and informing the  
public, patients, medical/research communities, the media, and policy makers about  
clinical research and the role each party plays in the process. 
www.cicscrp.org 
www.ciscrp.org/patient/questions.html 
www.ciscrp.org/patient/faqs.html
www.ciscrp.org/patient/educ_materials/index.html

Consider the Risks and 
Benefits of Participating 
in Clinical Research
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Focused Ultrasound Surgery

Dr. Frédéric Calon is a biochemist-
pharmacist and researcher at Laval 
University Medical Center in Quebec, 
Canada. He answers a question about 
GABA receptors from a reader with ET.

Question: Would you please expand 
on GABA receptors? What are they, 
what else do they do besides result in 
ET, and what good do they do? How 
could it happen that they are better or 
worse in their functioning? What does 
GABA stand for? How is it formed, 
grown, or developed?
 
Answer: GABA (gamma-aminobutyric 
acid) is an inhibitory neurotransmitter 
widely distributed in the neurons of 
the cortex. GABA contributes to motor 

control, vision, and many other cortical 
functions in the brain. GABA’s natural 
function is to reduce the activity of the 
neurons to which it binds.
 
GABA receptors are probably the most 
common kind in the mammalian ner-
vous system. It is estimated that close 
to 40% of the synapses in the human 
brain work with GABA and therefore 
have GABA receptors.
 
GABA receptors are channel receptors. 
This means that when GABA binds 
to them, they change shape slightly to 
allow ions to pass through their central 
channel. This channel mainly allows 
negatively charged chloride neurons to 
enter the neuron, thus reducing its ex-

citability. Because of this property of the 
GABA channel receptor, GABA is clas-
sified as an inhibitory neurotransmitter, 
as opposed to excitatory neurotransmit-
ters, such as glutamate, which augment 
the nerve impulses in the neuron.
 
It is thought by researchers that people 
with essential tremor (ET) have GABA  
receptors that show a decrease in their 
function as an inhibitory neurotransmit-
ter, in a specific subregion at the core of 
the cerebellum called the dentate nucleus. 
As a result, this affects motor control 
and voluntary movement. Hopefully, 
GABA receptors in the dentate nucleus 
could be the target of specific drugs to 
alleviate tremor.

Q&A: What are GABA Receptors?

ABC World News with Diane Sawyer 
featured a story in late January 2012 on 
a study of MRI-guided Focused Ultra-
sound Surgery (FUS), a non-invasive, 
pain-free brain surgery. The television 
coverage generated sigificant interest 
in the surgery; however, FUS is only a 
study and not a treatment for ET. 

Dr. Jeff Elias at the University of Virginia 
Health System is the principal investiga-
tor of one or more clinical trials inves-
tigating the use of Focused Ultrasound 
Surgery in Movement Disorders. In 
order to more efficiently communicate 

with patients who are interested in these 
trials, and to conduct an initial pre-
screening for these trials, the study team 
has developed a database. 

Patients 18 years or older with a move-
ment disorder are invited to be listed 
in the database. To participate, patients 
complete a questionnaire, either online 
or by mail, regarding clinical history 
relevant to clinical trial participation. 
Once your contact information is in 
the database, you will receive informa-
tion about clinical trials as they become 
available. Please note that initial studies 

are small in size and enrollment may 
not be open at this time.

FUS TRIAL PRESCREENING 
DATABASE - University of Virginia 
IRB#16034.

To register in this database, go to: 
https://www.healthsystem.virginia.
edu/focusedultrasoundtrial/. For more 
information, contact Johanna Loomba, 
Department of Neurosurgery study 
coordinator at FUSbrain@virginia.
edu or call 434-243-1435, but email is 
encouraged.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
 
Study Information:  http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01304758 

Focused Ultrasound Foundation:  www.fusfoundation.org/Essential-Tremor/essential-tremor



Many differences exist between essential tremor (ET) and 
Parkinson’s disease (PD), the former being at least eight 
times more common than PD. 

Up to 20% of patients with ET may develop PD, and 10% 
report a family history of PD. However, whether ET is a 
risk factor for PD remains an unresolved and somewhat 
controversial issue. (Fekete R, Jankovic J. Revisiting the 
relationship between essential tremor and Parkinson’s disease. 
Mov Disord 2011;26:391-8).

As ET progresses, tremor frequency (number of repetitions per 
second) may decrease; however, tremor amplitude (magnitude/
strength) may increase. Increased amplitude is associated with a 
decreased ability to manage fine, discrete motor tasks.

The characteristics listed in the table can help differentiate 
between parkinsonian and essential tremor, but a medical 
professional should be consulted for proper diagnosis. 

In those with PD the most disabling symptoms are generally 
slowness, stiffness and problems with walking and balance, 
although tremor can also cause some disability. In PD, writing 
often becomes very small 
(micrographia) and therefore 
difficult to read. 

The large majority of disability 
in patients with ET is a direct 
result of the tremor interfering 
with many daily activities. The 
severity of ET can vary greatly 
with some patients having a 
very mild tremor and therefore 
minimal to no disability to 
others who have such a severe 
tremor that they cannot 
perform the majority of their 
daily activities. The writing of 
a person with ET tends to be 
large and tremulous rather than 
slow and small as in PD.  

Anxiety can increase ET and 
PD. 

ESSENTIAL TREMOR AND 
PARKINSON’S DISEASE:
HOW DO THEY DIFFER
FROM EACH OTHER?

In addition to medications and botulinum toxin, deep brain 
stimulation is a therapeutic option for those with severe 
disabling ET or PD.

ET is often associated with a strong family history (familial 
tremor), but no specific ET-related gene has been identified.

A special picture or scan of the brain that measures 
the uptake of dopamine, such as DaTscan, can help 
to differentiate between ET and parkinsonian tremor.  
Dopamine is depleted in patients with parkinsonism but 
not in patients with ET; therefore, scans showing depletion 
in dopamine are most likely parkinsonism and normal 
scans would suggest a more likely diagnosis of ET.  These 
scans are used as a tool to help the physician make an 
accurate diagnosis in difficult cases. 

The information above is intended to describe the 
fundamental differences between ET and PD. To obtain 
a diagnosis, please consult a neurologist, preferably a 
movement disorder specialist.  

Prepared by IETF Medical Advisory Board Members Arif Herekar, 
MD, Chairman and Head, Department of Neurology, Baqai 
Medical University; Joseph Jankovic, MD, Professor of Neurology, 
Distinguished Chair in Movement Disorders, Director, Parkinson’s 
Disease Center and Movement Disorders Clinic, Co-Director, 
Parkinson’s Disease Research Laboratory, Baylor College of 
Medicine,  Department of Neurology, Houston, Texas; and Kelly 
Lyons, PhD, Research Professor of Neurology and Director of 
Research and Education for the Parkinson’s Disease and Movement 
Disorder Center at KUMC; and President, IETF Board of Directors.

Parkinsonian Tremor Signs & Symptoms Essential Tremor Signs & Symptoms

High amplitude. Lower, slower frequency. Low amplitude. Amplitude is more variable,  
ranging from barely perceptible tremor to a  
high amplitude tremor. Higher, faster frequency.

Mostly seen at rest. Mostly seen during action.
Generally involves slow movements  
(bradykinesia), rigidity (stiffness), and  
problems with walking or balance.

Tremor is primary symptom – slowness,  
stiffness and walking and balance problems  
are not commonly seen.

Rarely a family history (<10%). Family history of tremor reported in the majority 
of patients (>50%).

Resting and postural (re-emergent); postural 
tremor observable after mean latency of 5 sec; 
rarely kinetic.

Postural, kinetic; postural tremor immediately  
observable; resting tremor less common.

Onset generally at ages between 55-65. Onset most common in middle age but can  
occur at any time in the lifespan.

Usually starts on one side of the body  
and progresses to the other side; usually  
remains asymmetrical.

Usually affects both sides of the body initially 
(bilateral; symmetrical).

No effect on consumption of alcohol. Alcohol often improves tremor.
Usually improves with levodopa treatment. Improves with primidone and propranolol in some 

cases.
Hands affected more than legs, voice and  
head almost never affected.

Hands predominantly affected, but tremor also 
present in the head and voice; rarely in the legs.

Worsens with emotional stress. Worsens with emotional stress.
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Research Study Announcements
Brain Changes Study in People with ET or PD, Clinical Research at the Parkinson’s  
Disease and Movement Disorders Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston is conducting a research study to study brain changes in people 
with essential tremor or parkinsonian tremor. The study will involve participating in one study visit. During the study 
visit researchers will assess tremor in the clinic using neurological history and exam and sensors attached to 
computers. Volunteers will also be asked to have blood drawn for genetic testing. If subjects are eligible, during the 
visit, a brain MRI exam will be performed in the MRI suite. Researchers will measure changes in brain structure to 
see if they are related to essential tremor or parkinsonian tremor.

You may be eligible for this study if you have a diagnosis of essential tremor or parkinsonian tremor with tremor in 
your hands and/or other body parts, are not pregnant and have no medical devices or metal in the body which are 
not MRI-compatible. Healthy control volunteers are needed and you may be eligible if you do not have tremor and 
are between the ages of 21-80. $75 is paid to you for each study visit completed as well as parking reimbursement.

Please call 617-667-9890 or email jmille12@bidmc.harvard.edu for more information.

Octanol Research Study - Dose Escalation Study of Oral Octanoic Acid in Patients with Essential Tremor

The National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) in Bethesda, Maryland has extended its study 
on the effects of 1-octanol, a food additive similar to alcohol, that has been shown to improve tremor in some 
people and had few side effects. 1-octanol is converted to octanoic acid, and research suggests that octanoic acid 
itself might suppress ET with no significant side effects such as drunkenness. Researchers want to see what dose 
of octanoic acid is most useful in reducing ET.

Eligibility: Individuals at least 21 years of age who have ET that responds to treatment with alcohol. Participants 
must be able to stop taking certain ET medications during the study.

Design:  This study requires three visits. Visit 1 is a screening visit that will take up to 5 hours. Visit 2 is a 2- to 3-day 
inpatient admission to the National Institutes of Health Clinical Center. Visit 3 is a followup outpatient visit 1 to 2 
weeks after the hospital admission. At the screening visit, participants will have a physical exam, neurological exam, 
and medical history. Blood and urine samples will be collected. Participants will also have an alcohol dose test to 
measure the tremor’s response to alcohol. For the study visit, participants will enter the hospital for testing. Partici-
pants will have the study drug and test the tremor’s response to it. Frequent blood samples will be collected  1-2 
weeks after leaving the hospital, participants will have a final followup study visit. Blood samples will be collected. 

Visit www.essentialtremor.org/octanol-research-study for inclusion and exclusion study criteria.

Contact(s): Patient Recruitment and Public Liaison Office, Building 61, 10 Cloister Court, Bethesda,  
Maryland 20892-4754. Toll Free: 1-800-411-1222. TTY: 301-594-9774 (local), 1-866-411-1010 (toll free).  
Fax: 301-480-9793. Electronic Mail:  prpl@mail.cc.nih.gov

BYU Upper Limb ET Study - Characterizing Essential Tremor in the Shoulder, Elbow and Wrist
Steven Charles, PhD of Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, is currently recruiting patients with essential 
tremor to participate in an experiment investigating the control of upper limb movements. The goal of this research 
is to better understand the movement impairments associated with essential tremor and improve assistive and re-
habilitative devices for patients with this disorder. Subjects who participate in our experiment will be asked to make 
a number of upper limb movements under different conditions, freely or in interaction with objects or a robot, while 
recording various movement characteristics such as motion, force, and/or muscle activity.

The experiment consists of one session lasting less than 2 hours, is completely non-invasive, and is performed in 
the research laboratory of Steven Charles, PhD, on the campus of Brigham Young University. Only those who are 
18 or older are eligible to participate. If you are interested in participating in this experiment, please contact 
Steven Charles at skcharles@byu.edu or (801) 422-7369.
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p e r s p e c t i v e

David Van Fleet has had  
essential tremor (ET) and 
has been aware of the tremor 

nearly all of his life, but especially 
since high school and college. 

“During an engineering drawing 
class my freshman year in college, the 
instructor asked me to draw a straight 
line freehand,” recounts David Van 
Fleet, who has pronounced tremor in 
both hands and slight tremor in his 
head and neck. 

After Van Fleet made a line, the in-
structor said, “It looks like an electro-
cardiogram. You had best think about 
a career that doesn’t involve drawing.” 

Van Fleet realized that something was 
wrong, but he wasn’t diagnosed with  
essential tremor (ET) for over thirty 
years. Currently, he works as a profes-
sor of management at Arizona State 
University in Mesa, Arizona.

“I have tried all or virtually all of the 
usual medications and while they help 
the tremor, the lethargy and dizziness are 
unacceptable side effects for a university 
professor. So for the past several years I 
have been off medication entirely.”

No longer able to reliably take notes 
by hand, he now uses a computer and 
taught himself to use his left hand for 
many tasks. Throughout his life, Van 
Fleet has actively supported ET research 
and has participated in several studies 
both at the National Institute of Health 
and at Mayo Clinic. He participated in 
the octanoic acid study conducted by 
Dr. Dietrich Haubenberger which was 
reported in the Fall/Winter 2011 issue 
of Tremor Talk. 

“I recently had the opportunity to 
become a participant observer regard-
ing medical research,” says Van Fleet. 
“Specifically I became a subject in a 
drug study at the National Institutes of 
Health (NIH). Before going into the 
details of my experience, some back-
ground would be useful.”

Research Study Background

Essential tremor (as opposed to 
Parkinsonian or other forms 
of tremor) responds to alcohol 

(ethanol). For some people with ET, a 
drink or two may reduce tremor. Be-
cause alcohol is addictive and damages 
the liver, it is not prescribed as a way of 
treating ET.  

A search for an organic compound 
similar to ethanol—that might yield 
reductions in tremor without negative 
side effects —led to 1-octanol which 
doesn’t have the effects of intoxication. 
Researchers have observed that 1-octanol 

is changed to octanoic acid by the body. 

“I participated in a study of octanoic 
acid,” says Van Fleet. “This was a Phase 
I/II study for safety and effectiveness. 
Phase III and IV (for effectiveness, risk, 
benefits, and optimum use) studies 
will follow depending on these study 
results.”

No compensation was offered for the 
study, but the NIH did cover travel and 
lodging expenses for Van Fleet and his 
wife Ella for the first two visits from 
September 27 through October 3. 

“There also is no immediate benefit to 
me but hopefully the study will lead 
to better treatment such as lessening 
tremors with few side effects,” says Van 
Fleet. “Further, octanoic acid can be 

administered in pill form so a stronger 
dose with time release could be made 
available to provide longer reductions 
in a person’s tremor.”

The NIH ET Testing Experience

Van Fleet arrived on a Sunday 
afternoon and settled into his 
hotel. He was admitted at the 

National Institute of Health (NIH) the 
next morning. On Monday, he com-
pleted paperwork and later underwent 
tests for urine, blood, and EKG. After 
his vital signs were taken, a nurse and 
Dr. Dietrich Haubenberger checked 
Van Fleet’s tremor.
 
“Dr. Codrin Lungu, the official doctor 
overseeing the study, also came by and 
did a very brief check,” says Van Fleet.

After lunch, Van Fleet was tested to 
establish a base line for his tremor. He 
was wired with ten electrodes and two 
wrist sensors to measure tremor and 

My Participation in ET Research
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run a battery of tests. He says, “The 
tests start with the hands in front, then 
hands under the nose, and then touch-
ing from nose to the doctor’s finger 
back and forth with each hand.”

Van Fleet drew spirals with each hand, 
recorded a handwriting sample, and 
tried to barely touch an X on a piece 
of paper. Other steps involved video 
recording his hands immobile for two 
minutes, keeping his hands immobile 
again while wearing weights, drawing 
spirals on a computer, and finally pour-
ing apple juice from one cup to another 
with each hand.  

For the alcohol portion of the test, Van 
Fleet drank one small bottle of vodka 
in orange juice and waited twenty min-
utes. The earlier actions were repeated. 
He says, “They decided that one drink 
was enough to establish that alcohol did 
indeed reduce my tremors.”
  
To evaluate the aftereffect, the battery of 
tests was repeated every twenty minutes 
for three hours to determine how long 
the effect remains. The wrap-up involved 
memory and cognition tests to establish 
that the subject was not intoxicated.

Two days later on Wednesday, Van Fleet 
returned for a second hospital visit. After 
admission, he had a peripherally inserted 
central catheter (picc) line inserted from 
around the elbow and up a vein to the 
top of the heart. The picc line remained 
inserted for the following two days.

“The picc line insertion was done by a 
major in the National Health Service 
Corps,” says Van Fleet of the 45-min-
ute procedure. “He used ultrasound to 
locate the best vein, numbed the area 

with Xylocaine®, covered everything 
with protective dressing, inserted the 
line, and then used an x-ray to verify 
that it was properly placed.”

Van Fleet and his wife had dinner in 
his hospital room before she returned 
to the hotel. After a late evening snack, 
Van Fleet’s vitals were taken and he 
went to bed. At midnight, a glucose 
drip was inserted into the picc line and 
he began a 12-hour fast.

On Thursday, Dr. Haubenberger ar-
rived and attached electrodes after Van 
Fleet’s vitals were taken in the morning. 
A nurse conducted the same battery of 
tests as on Monday with vitals checked 
and blood drawn via picc line every 
hour. The testing cycle ran every twenty 
minutes with the experimental drug or 
a placebo administered from 5:30 AM 
until 8:30 AM. More tests followed 
from 9-11:30 AM. Van Fleet recalls be-
ing bored at points, but he chatted with 
the nurse and doctor at intervals about 
a variety of subjects to pass time. 

At night, a nurse arrived to take Van 
Fleet’s vitals and again at midnight a 
glucose drip was inserted into the picc 
line. The patient began another twelve-
hour fast.

Friday morning’s routine duplicated the 
previous day’s schedule. The picc line 
was removed after lunch. Once Van 
Fleet’s blood results showed that he was 
back to normal, he was released from 
the hospital. 

After viewing local sights, Van Fleet and 
Ella flew home. During his third and 
final visit to the NIH, Van Fleet had 
more vitals taken, blood work done and 

a final debriefing by a nurse and Dr. 
Haubenberger. Afterward, he flew back 
home to Phoenix.

Research Study Reflections

It took two years to get final approv-
al for this study. “That involved 
reworking it to meet NIH’s very 

high standards,” says Van Fleet. 

The NIH sets standards and require-
ments above and beyond what might 
seem sufficient. For example, the third 
visit could seemingly be done by having 
a local doctor do the blood work and 
EKG and then conduct the debriefing 
over the phone.  

“But labs that do blood work are not 
100% identical. So there could be some 
unexplained variance if different labs 
were used,” says Van Fleet. “In addi-
tion, the NIH and the Food and Drug 
Administration feel that the researcher 
should personally see and talk with 
each subject before releasing them from 
a study. It may be more expensive but 
provides greater reliability and confi-
dence in the final results.”

Van Fleet learned about evidenced-
based medicine from this experience. 
“Naturally enough researchers would 
be advocates of the use of current best 
evidence in making medical deci-
sions. That evidence would include the 
results of their research,” says Van Fleet. 
“It is interesting that the concept of 
evidenced-based decision making has 
grown from medicine to management.”

In the end, Van Fleet completed his role 
in the research study and “came away 
with very positive impressions about the 
state of medical research of this type.” 
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2012 Shari Finsilver Spirit of Hope Award Recipient

Dr. Paul Donohue
This year’s Shari Finsilver Spirit of Hope 
Award recipient Dr. Paul Donohue writes a 
daily column titled To Your Health that is syndicated 
to more than 175 newspapers. The question-and-
answer series is one of the oldest health columns in 
North America, having first appeared in the 1950s. 
Dr. Donohue took over the series thirty years ago. 

Dr. Donohue is board-certified in his primary specialty, 
internal medicine, the specialty that emphasizes diag-
nosis and non-surgical treatment of illnesses. He also is 
board-certified in the subspecialty of infectious diseases.
 
He graduated from the University of Michigan Medi-
cal School in Ann Arbor, Michigan. He has a master’s 
degree in public health from Tulane University in 
New Orleans and did advanced work on infectious 
diseases at the University of California, Davis. After 
completing medical school, he served two years in the 
Army Medical Corps and 18 months as battalion sur-
geon in the 173rd Airborne Brigade during Vietnam. 
He was awarded two Bronze Stars, one of which was 
for valor during combat.

The International Essential Tremor Foundation presents the 
Shari Finsilver Spirit of Hope Award to Dr. Paul Donohue in 
recognition of his ongoing effort to educate the public and 
raise awareness about essential tremor (ET). 
 
Dr. Donohue’s syndicated newspaper column To Your Health 
frequently addresses questions about ET from readers. His 
column reaches a nationwide audience where they learn 
about the condition and understand that they are not alone. 

Addressing ET openly gives people hope that they can be 
properly diagnosed, get treatment, learn more about the 
condition from the IETF, and find support from others with ET. 

Each year, the Shari Finsilver Spirit of Hope Award is presented 
annually to the person that embodies Shari’s spirit and 
commitment to combating ET, supporting the IETF, and 
spreading hope to those with ET and their loved ones. Shari 
was the first recipient of this prestigious award.
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What drew you to the field of medi-
cine and public health originally?

Dr. Donohue:  My intention in going to 
medical school was to become a physi-
ciatrist. After four years of school, I real-
ized psychiatry was not for me. I chose 
internal medicine as best suited to me.

You have written the column To Your 
Health for nearly two decades. Have 
the nature of questions from readers 
changed over that span? 

Dr. Donohue:  The nature of the major-
ity of questions has stayed the same—
heart disease, kidney disease, high blood 
pressure, diabetes and all the common 
illnesses. Things that changed during 
my newspaper career were newly de-
scribed illness. I’ve actually been writing 
the column for three decades. I started 
well before anyone knew of AIDS and 
other infectious diseases like West Nile 
Fever. Those are only two examples. 
The introduction of new techniques like 
coronary artery surgery along with the 
introduction of new medical devices 
like the heart defibrillator brought 
questions that were new to the public, 
doctors, and me.

Do you find that readers are more 
knowledgeable today given access to 
online information about medical 
conditions and treatments?

Dr. Donohue:  People are much more 
knowledgeable today. They’re exposed 
to discussions on all medical ailments 
through TV — professional medical 
discussion, news programs and dramatic 
programs whose theme is based on 
medical topics.

Is misinformation problematic for 
consumers seeking health advice and 
treatment from online or other sources?

Dr. Donohue:  Since Internet infor-
mation is often provided by people 

with little to no training and since the 
printed word on a computer screen 
tends to have an aura of infallibility, lots 
of misinformation is widely distributed. 
On the other hand, lots of good infor-
mation is transmitted by people with 
impressive credentials. You have to be 
careful who is saying what.

After writing the column for so many 
years, why do you continue this work? 

Dr. Donohue:  I continue to write the 
column because it’s given me an op-
portunity to stay up-to-date in many 
fields and to affect the lives of more 
people than I would ever see in a private 
practice. I like to study medicine.

What is the most rewarding aspect 
of your role as a columnist? And the 
most challenging?

Dr. Donohue:  The most rewarding 
aspect of being a columnist is to hear 
from people who sought treatment for 
an illness they didn’t realize they had or 
for an illness they thought they had but 
did not. The most challenging thing is 
try to stay current with the latest treat-
ments and newly recognized conditions.

Essential tremor is a condition that 
affects an estimated 10 million people 
in the U.S. Yet, it is still not well 
known or diagnosed accurately. How 
can the public learn more about the 
condition and/or receive proper  
diagnosis of ET?

Dr. Donohue:  If it weren’t for the 
International Essential Tremor Foun-
dation, the number of people who 
know nothing of this illness would be 
a hundred times larger than it is. My 
uncle had esssential tremor. Even after 
I became a doctor, he insisted he had 
Parkinson’s disease. Nothing I said 
would convince him otherwise. It still 
amazes me how many people recognize 
Parkinson’s disease and how relatively 

few people know about essential tremor, 
a more common disorder. I believe 
more doctors are now diagnosing this 
illness and that’s how the general public 
will learn about it.

In the spirit of hope, what thoughts 
can you share with the many people 
that have ET, a condition that can be 
treated but not cured at this time?
  
Dr. Donohue:  I wish people with this 
condition would recognize it for what 
it is, usually an eminently treatable 
disorder even for those with the most 
disabling tremor. I think that will  
happen in a realistically short time.

“My uncle had esssential tremor. 
Even after I became a doctor, 
he insisted he had Parkinson’s 
disease. Nothing I said would 
convince him otherwise.”
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Lauren Gray of Gainesville, Florida 
attends the University of Florida, College 
of Veterinary Medicine. Her scholastic 
activities include roles as the Treasurer 
and Vice President of the Student 
Chapter for the Association of Shelter 
Veterinarians. As an undergraduate, 
she also served as President and Vice 
President of the Pre-Veterinary Medicine 
Club in subsequent years.

Gray has explained to others for years 
that she is not nervous or jittery because 
of caffeine. Her shakiness is due to 
essential tremor. She didn’t know this fact 
for most of her life, including the clinical 
portion of her veterinary education 
where she performed spay and neuter 
procedures on dogs and cats.

As the shaking in her hands progressed 
and affected fine motor control, she grew 
concerned about her ability to perform 
as a veterinarian. “Being accepted into 
veterinary school is no small feat, but I 

worked hard through my undergraduate 
program to graduate cum laude with 
a degree in zoology. I felt as though 
nothing could hold me back from my 
dream. It is for that reason that the 
progression of my seemingly benign hand 
tremor was so scary for me.”

Gray met with a neurologist that 
diagnosed her as having ET. With 
medical treatment, the tremor is now 

intermittent and generally does not 
hinder her abilities. Confidently, she 
views her professional career ahead with 
bright prospects. 

“To this day, I have successfully completed 
two canine spays, two canine neuters, 
two feline spays and nine feline neuters 
including my own cat, Otis (pictured 
above). I am confident that ET will not 
hinder my future, and I will go on to be a 
very successful veterinarian.”
 
Brandon Affeldt of Westfield, 
Massachusetts plans to attend the 
University of Massachusetts-Amherst. He 
wrote about ET’s impact on his life. 

“It does affect the way I compete in 
sports, write in school, speak in front of a 
crowd, and even complete everyday tasks 
like using utensils at the dinner table. 
Tremor may not shorten my life, but 
it causes monotonous tasks to become 
difficult and frustrating. Since being 

diagnosed, I have learned that through 
perseverance and especially patience, I 
am able to overcome the setbacks that 
constant hand tremor involves.”

His outlook on life with ET is mature, 
confident, and inspiring. “I have 
taught my body to become used to the 
constant shaking of my hands; it has 
become as much a part of me as my own 
name. In my heart of hearts I believe 
that essential tremor has given me an 
advantage over most people. Having it 
has taught me to become disciplined, 
patient and determined. I never take no 
for an answer, and I have a never-say-die 
attitude. I carry these attributes with 
me throughout every aspect of my life, 
and it has made me a stronger, more 
complete person.”

s uppo r t

As part of our mission to support those affected by ET, the IETF assists selected students with ET by lessening 
the financial burden of attaining higher education. The IETF College Scholarship Program was launched in 2011 
with a modest amount of funding. That year, eleven students with ET applied for funds from the IETF College 
Scholarship Program. For the 2011-2012 academic year, the IETF proudly presented $500 grants each to four 
deserving post-high school students.  Meet the first recipients of the IETF Scholarship Program.

THE IETF COLLEGE 
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM



Stephen Remillard’s scholarship award 
will assist him in his goal of receiving a 
post-graduate Diploma of International 
Hospitality at Auckland University of 
Technology in Auckland, New Zealand.

He has worked to raise awareness and 
funding for essential tremor as well as 
other conditions through marathon 
running. He elaborates on this pursuit 
in his application essay. 

“My goal and aspirations were to 
connect with individuals whose lives 
have been affected by ET and choose 
to use exercise and running to combat 
their symptoms. This idea was based on 
my love for running and my experience 
living with essential tremor. ”

Remillard, who was diagnosed with 
ET at a young age, writes that teasing 
in elementary and high school because 
of his shaking hands and voice affected 
him socially. Yet, the greatest impact of 
ET involved his athletic pursuits. 

“As a competitive soccer player for 
more than half my life, a winter sports 
enthusiast, a long distance runner and 
an all around healthy individual, I never 
figured a disorder like ET would stand 
in the way of my life endeavors.  After 
graduating high school, I continued on 
to college to play soccer but decided 
that I was more interested in pursuing a 
military career. Unfortunately, this was 
not in my future. After several attempts 
of enlisting, I was medically rejected 
because of my ET.  

“That experience ultimately changed 
my life path. I decided to return to 
school and eventually graduated with 
a Bachelor of Science in Business 
Administration. I am continuing to 
expand my education by studying 
abroad to receive a post-graduate 
Diploma in Auckland, New Zealand.”

Elisabeth Shabi of Canton, Georgia 
plans to attend Reinhardt University. 
She is an academic tutor for Cherokee 
FOCUS, a non-profit organization, 
pianist and choir member at her church, 
and a Georgia Social and Behavioral 
Sciences Club member.  
 
In her application essay, Shabi listed 
many of her roles in life such as being a 
“struggling pianist with shaking hands.”
She wrote, “When I confided to 

someone what was happening to me, 
that very wise person suggested that this 
was God’s way of telling me to calm 
down. I am convinced he was right.”  
“So now, when life is rolling over me, 
filling my heart with worries, and I 

look down and see my hands shaking, 
I sing. Three simple words sung by 
everyone’s old heroes: Let it Be. When 
it seemed as though tremor was just 
one more disaster heaped upon an 
already unmanageable pile of stress, I 
had to learn to accept it instead as a 
reason to take a deep breath and let the 
heartaches go. I’m still learning that I 
can’t always ‘fix’ everything, and that I 
can’t let my happiness or stability rest 
upon that of my loved ones.”
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The IETF thanks our first generous scholarship donor Lillian Courtheoux. To learn more about the IETF  
Scholarship Program, download an application, or donate to the Program, visit www.essentialtremor.org/Scholarship  
or call the IETF at 888.387.3667. 
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Bishop Kelly High School’s Engineering 
Design team, based in Boise, Idaho, 
is developing two tools that may one 
day assist people with essential tremor 
(ET). MagWrite 2.0 is a device to help 
those with various types of tremor write 
more legibly. MagMouse is designed to 
work with a wireless computer mouse 
to lessen the effects of tremors while 
using a computer. These tools are being 
developed by the team as they participate 
in the 2011-2012 Lemelson-MIT 
InvenTeam program.

Each year the Lemelson-MIT InvenTeam 
Program awards grants to teams of high 
school engineering students. Thirteen 
Bishop Kelly students and two advisors, 
Dr. Guy Hudson and Dr. Lawrence 
Neznanski, comprise one of sixteen 
InvenTeams nationwide chosen for the 
exclusive opportunity to participate 
in the program. Each team receives 
grants up to $10,000 each to invent 
technological solutions to real-world 
problems of their choosing. 

“The Bishop Kelly InvenTeam chose to 
develop magnetic assistive devices for 
people with tremor in their hands and 
arms, due to ET, Parkinson’s disease, or 
injury,” says Dr. Hudson. 

This project consists of a nine-month 
process of designing and testing, followed 
by a debut of the finished prototype in 
June 2012 at the EurekaFest held at MIT 
in Boston. The IETF donated funds and 
is a co-sponsor of the engineering team.

Engineering Better 
Tools for Tremor

a s s i s t

High School Engineering Team Develops Assistive Writing Device for Tremor
Story by Pete Dulin.
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InvenTeam students rely 
on inquiry and hands-on 
problem solving as they 
apply lessons from science, 
technology, engineering, and 
math (STEM) to develop 
invention prototypes. 
Interactive, self-directed 
learning coupled with STEM 
curricula are essential for 
experiencing invention. 

Bishop Kelly has had an 
Engineering Design class 
since 2008 and has worked 
on assistive technology for 
persons with tremors each 
year. Participation in the 
InvenTeam program began in 
June 2011 when Dr. Hudson 
attended a training session 
at MIT. A month later, the 
students helped prepare 
the grant application with 
guidance from their advisors. 
For their current work, the 
students chose to improve on 
their original design for the 
MagWrite assistive writing 
device developed last year. Also, they are 
working on the MagMouse model.

“The nine-month research and 
development phase is where we are 
testing to ensure we have a complete, 
viable product,” says Bishop Kelly 
student Patrick Tavelli. “It consists 
of testing variables of the magnetic 
damping properties of several materials 
(we looked at copper and aluminum).” 

“Also key in the development of the 
product during this time period are 
our prototypes. Using these early forms 
of our device, we catch little details 
that we missed evolving the product 
over time,” adds team member Taylor 
Takasugi. “We will shortly begin testing 
the new devices with volunteers who 
have tremors to see the effectiveness.”

The devices work by using the scientific 
principle of magnetic damping. “When 
a strong magnetic field moves over the 
surface of a conductor, eddy currents 
are generated which in turn create 
a magnetic field in the conductive 
surface,” says Tavelli. “This field opposes 
the motion of the moving magnetic 
field. This is ideal for damping tremors 
as the damping force is proportional to 
the speed of the tremor; the faster the 
motion, the stronger the damping force.”

Takasugi discusses magnetic damping 
for the MagWrite 2.0 and MagMouse 
devices. “We are testing this with and 
without other software solutions that 
lessen the mouse sensitivity.”

The team uses several testing methods 
to generate data and feedback for both 

devices. The first test measures 
the effect of damping by 
attaching the device (or 
similar jig) to a cord which 
runs around a smart pulley 
to a mass. In simple terms, a 
weight is dropped to pull the 
device across its base. 

“We use this test to measure 
the effectiveness of various 
things; magnet size/strength, 
base material, base thickness, 
etc.,” says Takasugi. “The 
most important testing, 
though, will be with our 
volunteers who have tremors. 
We will look at ergonomics 
and perform a variety of 
qualitative and quantitative 
tests with them to look for 
improvement in writing 
legibility and ease of use.” 

When the final prototype is 
completed, the team plans to 
take the device to an assistive 
living center near the school 
to, hopefully, obtain lots of 

data and user feedback. 

“This will give us feedback on the finer 
points of the design; style, ergonomics, 
effectiveness, etc.,” says Tavelli. “We 
currently consult with Dr. Lauren 
Seeberger of the Boise Elks Hospital, an 
expert in tremors of all types. She has 
been very helpful in educating us about 
tremors and introducing us to clients 
willing to help with our testing.”

Product development has led to design 
challenges such as the arrangement of 
magnets in the devices. “Last year’s final 
prototype for the MagWrite suffered 
from an issue, we named ‘torqueing,’ in 
which the front of the device swiveled 
in an undesirable manner when in use,” 
explains Tavelli. “To correct this, we had 
to experiment with several prototypes 

Top: MagWrite device mockup.
Bottom: An illustration of the MagWrite device.  
Opposite: The Bishop Kelly High School Engineering Team.
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and new magnet arrangements; we feel 
we have addressed and corrected this in 
our latest prototypes.”

“Another hurdle was committing the 
time; with the majority of our team 
being seniors, college applications and 
fall semester courses drew a lot of energy 
and time away from this project,” says 
Takasugi. “Luckily, we were still able to 
continue researching and developing. 
Now that the fall semester is finished and 
college applications are turned in, the 
team is really stepping up efforts and we 
are making good progress.”

Working with funds granted by the 
Lemelson-MIT InvenTeam program, the 
Bishop Kelly team anticipates being able 
to produce several prototypes for testing 
and exhibition within budget. 

They hope to produce an improved model 
of last year’s MagWrite device where the 
pen is attached to the writing device. The 
user simply engages the pen by squeezing 
the device. Another model would enable 
the user to still hold the pen or pencil with 

several fingers and grip the 
damping device to steady 
their writing. Finally, they 
will produce a model for 
the MagMouse.

“We will also be working 
towards reducing the cost 
of the final device as much 
as possible, an important 
aspect of the engineering 
design process,” says 
advisor Dr. Hudson.

The entire process has provided a hands-
on learning experience of great value to 
the students. “I particularly have learned 
quite a bit about the engineering process 
and how things get done in the real 
world,” says Tavelli. “It has been great to 
learn this lesson:  Things don’t happen 
by themselves. I need to get moving and 
work to get this done.”

He adds, “I have also found this course 
and our many projects and competitions 
to be inspiring, especially given the field I 
want to pursue in college is Bio-Medical 

Engineering.”

Overall, the student team is appreciative 
of the learning opportunity afforded by 
the grant and supporting sponsors. “We 
have been very lucky to participate in 
such a wonderful program, and it has 
been great to see how much we can do,” 
says Dr. Hudson. “Service to others is an 
important part of our school’s mission; 
working with assistive technology to help 
others helps us to fulfill that. We look 
forward to seeing where the next four 
months take us.”

To learn more about the Bishop Kelly Engineering Team and projects, visit http://bkengineeringinventeam.
blogspot.com. About the Lemelson-MIT Inventeam Program:  http://web.mit.edu/inventeams

©2007 IETF

International Essential Tremor Foundation - Visit www.essentialtremor.org

Learn about recent ET news and announcements. View the ET education seminar 
schedule. Donate online. View 6 ET webinars. Find ET medical specialists. Learn about 
volunteer opportunities, medications, research trials, support groups, and more.

Follow us on social media. Meet other people with ET online. Share your thoughts,  
experiences, photos and links about ET-related information. Communicate with the 
IETF’s social media coordinator Rebecca Dye.

twitter.com/essentialtremor
www.facebook.com/

InternationalEssentialTremorFoundation
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Deep Brain Stimulation:  A New Life for People with 
Parkinson’s, Dystonia, and Essential Tremor is a detailed 
overview of the many aspects of this surgery (DBS). The book, 
published in 2012 by DemosHealth, was written by Kelvin L. 
Chou, MD, Susan Grube, RN, MSN, and Para G. Patil, MD, 
PhD. 

This book offers history of the procedure, how it works, what 
impact it can have on medical conditions 
including essential tremor (ET), health risks, 
complications, preparations, frequently 
asked questions, and long-term clinical and 
side effects. Chapters explore questions such 
as patient qualifications for the surgery and 
what to expect during the surgery.

The authors write:  The best way for you 
to find out if you are a good candidate for 
DBS is to go to a center where they have 
a multidisciplinary team that specializes 
in the evaluation and care of individuals 
undergoing DBS. 

The authors also examine when it is appropriate to consider 
DBS if medications are not controlling symptoms. They write:  
You should only consider surgery for essential tremor if:

1.  You have tremors that limit your ability to do things.
2.  You have tried at least three medications for essential tremor 
     and none of them have worked, or you have had side effects 
     that prevent you from taking higher doses.

The criterion of tremors that are limiting depends on several 
factors including age, daily activities, work roles, and other 
health issues. The authors specify:  Because of the risk of surgical 
complications, you should only consider DBS if you cannot live 
with your tremors the way they are.

Chapter 3 comments on the relationship between dosage of 
ET medication and its effect on tremor. The chapter includes 
a table of common medications used for essential tremor with 
upper limits of the dose by which the authors would expect an 

effect on tremor. They write:  If your physician has not pre-
scribed the doses of these medications to the doses listed, you 
may consider going back to your physician to try higher doses 
before going for DBS evaluation.

Doses of Essential tremor Medications
Clonazepam: up to 6 milligrams daily
Gabapentin: up to 2700 milligrams daily

Mirtazepine: up to 45 milligrams daily
Primidone: up to 350 milligrams daily
Propranolol: up to 320 milligrams daily
Topiramate: up to 400 milligrams daily

DBS Selection Criteria for ET
Most DBS centers will consider you for DBS if:

1.  You have a diagnosis of essential tremor, and your 
      tremors limit or interfere with your activities.
2.  You have not responded to high doses of at least 
      three tremor medications.
3.  You do not have dementia or active psychiatric 

                   illnesses.

The book discusses the DBS evaluation process by a movement 
disorder specialist for the surgery. A neurosurgeon that special-
izes in DBS surgery also conducts an evaluation and examina-
tion.  The risks and benefits of DBS surgery should be discussed 
with you, and the neurosurgeon should also talk to you about the 
most appropriate target in the brain. At this visit, you should ask 
questions about the surgeon’s experience and complication rate. 
A neuropsychological examination considers any potential cog-
nitive problems and mood disorders. Another step, magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain, aids the neurosurgeon 
in planning surgery and their approach.

The book explains that DBS centers may have differing prac-
tices. Ultimately, the authors state: We believe that the best 
outcomes are seen at a center that conducts a comprehensive 
evaluation prior to surgery. If you want to consider DBS and 
think it is appropriate for you, we would encourage you to seek 
out a DBS center that specializes in this type of procedure and 
make sure you feel comfortable with their approach.

hea l t h

Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) uses an implanted device to 
deliver electrical stimulation to the brain to help symptoms, 
alleviate suffering, and improve quality of life. The Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) approved DBS as a treatment 
for essential tremor in 1997, for Parkinson’s disease in 
2002, and dystonia in 2003. 

Deep Brain
Stimulation

20
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Left to right: Authors Kelvin 
L. Chou, MD, Susan 
Grube, RN, MSN, and 
Parag G. Patil, MD, PhD.
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Copies are available at www.demoshealth.com. Use discount code SSDBS20 when ordering from the demoshealth website to 
receive a 20% discount and free shipping, within the US, if the order totals $29 or more.

This grant year, the International Essential 
Tremor Foundation has not received enough 
funding to support all fifteen promising ET 
research proposals we have received. It is  
imperative to nurture these researchers so  
they will continue to search for a cause that  
will encourage the development of appropriate 
medications and eventually a cure. If we don’t, 
they will turn their expertise and energy to 
other projects.
 
Research without funding is like a seed  
that gets no water or sunlight. It is a missed 
opportunity and one that may not return.

Your support, as well as the support of your 
family members and friends, are vital in order 
for the IETF to fund these projects.  

Donate today. Call the IETF at 888.387.3667 
with your tax-deductible donation in any 
amount. Or, visit www.essentialtremor.org/
donate to support vital research now that can 
make a difference tomorrow. 

Thank you for your support on behalf of the 10 
million people in the U.S. with ET.

Why fund 
essential tremor 
research? 
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and Memorials
Thank you to everyone that established memorials and contributed funds to honor loved ones on behalf of the IETF from 
September 23, 2011 to  March 31, 2012. If your donation was processed after March 31, 2012, it will be listed in 
the next issue of Tremor Talk. (Honoraria or Memorials listed in uppercase, donors listed in italics.)

Honoraria
Honorariums

WILLIAM AMONETTE
Shirley Watts

ED & GERRY BARNETT
Louise Carter
Gail Sterling

GERRY BARNETT
Margaret Simmons

SAUL BECKER
anonymous
 
DAVID BEN-EZRA
Shari & Stan Finsilver

MICHAEL BOREN 
Shenandoah Valley 
  Chapter of the American 
  Needlepoint Guild

JIM BYRN, MARILYN 
BYRN KETCHERSIDE 
AND RONNIE BRYN
Hilda Dale

RICHARD COURTHEOUX 
Lillian A. Courtheoux

RICHARD & PERRI 
COURTHEOUX & FAMILY
Lillian A. Courtheoux

JOYCE DAVIS
Richard & Ruth Hodges

NORMA DOHERTY/
DAYTON, OH SUPPORT 
GROUP 
Edward Chuhna

SHARI FINSILVER
Sheldon Stern & Marla 
  Hornsten

LINDSEY FINSILVER
Dennis & Peggy Glick

SHARI & STAN FINSILVER
Julie Eisman & Jason Levy

DR. DOUGLAS GALEN 
Merle Glick

FLORENCE GARNICK 
Phillip Sisco

HARVEY GLASSER
Michael Chetkof

PAULA AND LOU GLAZIER 
Shari & Stan Finsilver

RUTH HODGES
Joyce Tribble Davis

JOHN K. HUNTER
Teresa Beringer

DR. ROBERT KALMANSOH
Merle Glick

VIRGIL KANNALL
Jane Koopman

MR. & MRS. STEVEN KAYE 
Merle Glick

ARTHUR KORT’S 
BIRTHDAY 
Harold, Phil, & Steve Kort

HAROLD KORT’S 
BIRTHDAY 
Arthur Kort
Barbara & Bob Gordon

DR. MARK LIEBERMAN
Merle Glick

SHIRLEY LINDE 
Merle Glick

HOWARD LUCKOFF’S 
BIRTHDAY
Shari & Stan Finsilver

MARGARET MITCHELL 
Paula Munro

BEVERLY MYERS
Sheryl Pearlman

BEVERLY AND HERBERT  
MYERS’ ANNIVERSARY
Edward Nalebuff

RUTH NUTTALL
Mary Parker

EAN OTIS’ BAR MITZVAH
Shari & Stan Finsilver

JACK PETERS
Jane Standish

STEVE RAIN
Joann McClure

LYNDA H. ROBINSON
Joseph & Susan Robinson

LEO SCHNEIDER
Melanie Todd

BRAD SMITH
Leo & Beth Wilz

DR. JAY SOLNIT
Merle Glick

DR. JIM & PAT STEWART
Barbara Mueller

LYNDA ST. JAMES
Francis & Dreama Fumia

JOHANNA WHITEFIELD
Shari & Stan Finsilver

memorials

GRACE WEBSTER ADAMS 
Jennifer H. Alves
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Arton
Mariana Coelho
Charles F. Cole
M. Kathleen Darmody
John & Carol Donaghue
Norman & Ellen Douglas
Maria Driend
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Hastings
Richard & Jodie 
  Heimgartner
Frederick & Agnes Helming
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Marsh
New Fairfield 
  Administrators Assoc.
New Fairfield Board of 
  Education
New Fairfield High School
Gerard & Virginia Stewart
Stephanie Tock
John & S. Jane Wieder
Joyce Willsey
William & Barbara Yeager

MARY PAT ANDERSON
Gingerville Garden Club
Geraldine Hopkins
Dorothy Reeves

RINNA ANN ATKINS
William Smoot

RUTH BANGERT
Donald J. Rasin

DAVID BENJAMIN
Michael & Barbara Barrett

JOHN Q. BENTON
Betty Burleson

SHIRLEY BERLOW
Barry & Susan Roberts

ETTA BERMAN
Kelley Werner

NITA BOMER
Flavil Anderson

MARGARET BONNEY
Diana MacLachlan

SHIRLEY BREN
Jan Amundson
Ann Arnold
Beth Chapman
Charles & Barbara Gholz
Eric Golddschmidt & 
Pamela Bren Golddschmidt
Karl & Susan Klauck
Jay & Janette Neiditch
Leslie & Judy Perlman
Mr. & Mrs. John 
  Sherman
Marc & Linda Sue Sloane
Kim Spitzmiller
Oblon Spivak
Judi Teske

BENJAMIN C. BYRNSIDE 
Barbara Byrnside

PAULA CHAMP
Foley & Lardner LLP
Aetna Foundation, Inc.

JAMES E. COLEMAN
Phyllis Browning

BOBBY COX
Alliance Against Family 
  Violence
Judene Buckler
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Choate
Robert & Jeanette Drury
Charles & Nellie Edlin
Robert & Karen Edlin
Sally J. Estes
Greg & Connie Kaaz
Stephen & Vicky Kaaz
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 Jennifer LaForge
Paul Rice
Betty Roberts
Mr. & Mrs. J. Bruce Warner
Kenneth & Darlene Wilk

HON. JOHN DELL
Charles H. Damsel

RUSS DESSERICH, SR.
Russ Desserich

WILMA ANNE ELMORE
Charles H. Damsel

CYNTHIA EPSTEIN
Leonard Epstein

MARTHA EULBERG
Susan S. Bloomquist
Colorado Professional  
  Fire Fighters
Richard & Linda C. Colvin
Pat & Joanie Curran
Denver Firefighters  
  Local 858
Dan & Libby Eulberg
Edward & Sharon Flohr

DOROTHY FASULO
Carol Frankel

SHERRY GAGNE
Kay Oldhouser Davis
Steve Hamm
Jonathan & Susanne 
  Norwood
Kenneth R & Jane 
  M Privette
Richard Selfridge
Robert C. Simmons

ZELDA COHEN GALL
Audrey Cohen
Pamela Kowan
PENNY GIROLAMI
Ellen Hall

JANE GLYNN
Marilyn Stoknes

WILLIS SAMUEL GREEN 
Matti Green

BUD GRISHAM
Doris Wood

CANTOR DAVID GUTMAN
Barry & Susan Roberts

DON HAMLIN
Lena Hamlin

HOWARD HENZE
Marguerita K. Lyda

MARY HUMPHREY
Patricia Jones

DONALD JAMES
James & Pamela Lamson

FATHER OF CATHY 
JENNINGS
Shari & Stan Finsilver

FRANCES KACZANDER
Barry & Susan Roberts

Dr. ROBERT KAPLAN 
William & Mimi Kamenar

RICHARD A. KASKEY 
AND JAMES G. KASKEY
Jeanne Kaskey

LORI KOCHER
Charles Kocher

PAT LAMPE
JoAnne M. Tremper

FREDERICK LEVERSUCH
Martha Leversuch
STAN LIPSON
Chaim & Hassidah 
Brickman

A. BROADDUS 
LIVINGSTON
Charles H. Damsel

EMMA JEAN LOPEZ
Denise Durazo

CINDY LUDWIG 
Shari & Stan Finsilver

EVELYN & WILLIAM 
MARTEL
Janet Hirst

WILLIAM MARTIN
Roger & Mary M. Chappuis

LORENE MASIMORE
Zag Anderson
Lyle & Lois Christensen
Bruce Clark
Ronald & Janet Gillum
Phyllis Hansman
Tom & Lisa Hansman
Christopher & Julia   
  Masimore
Janet Masimore

HELEN MCRAE
Elizabeth Dudley

BETSY MERCER
Michael Berry

GLORIA MOSES
Shari & Stan Finsilver

SHEILA POLKES
Ellen Shapiro

JEROME R. POMERANZ 
M.D.
Barbara Barna

CHARLES POST
Ellen Post

MARY P. PUTZKE
Ginger Blazejewski
David Padlo

MR. & MRS. ROBERT R 
RANNEY
Matthew Cantu

JEAN RATHBONE
Claudia S. Kidwell
JOHN S. REA
Charles H. Damsel

KATHLEEN ROBINSON
Jacqueline Mulnix

MRS. LUCILLE SHAFER
James & Sheila D. Higens

MURRAY SEMEGRAN
Mildred Bookman

EMILY SHOOK
Barbara Gordon

BETTY JEAN SMITH
Darlene Deck

REV. DONALD STIENS
Matt & Julie Graham
Karla S. Kershner
Myrtle Trace Homeowners    
  Association
Passero Associates
The Presbytery of New 
  Harmony

NELLA STULTZ
Allen Stultz

MORRIS WENGER
Barbara Morris

BETTY WENNERSTEN 
Tom and Anne Mitchell

HAZEL WEST
Leo & Beth Wilz 



Essential Tremor Awareness Gifts
Shaking up Awareness Bracelets.  
Swirled blue and green silicone. Message: Shaking Up Awareness About ET. Five (5) bracelets 
per package. $6.00

Front (not actual size) Back (not actual size)

Essential tremor  is a neurological 
condition that causes shaking of  the 
hands, head, and voice.

Learn more.
Raise 
awareness.

Join us.
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Essential Tremor bookmarks  
Bookmarks with ET facts printed on one side to raise awareness of ET. Share with friends, family and people at your 
physician’s office, hospital, library, school, office, or community center. Help the IETF to educate the public about ET. 

Additional bookmarks available for purchase. See Gift Order section on other page. 10 bookmarks per package. Price 
defrays the cost of printing and shipping. $5.00

Mail:  IETF P.O. Box 14005 Lenexa, Kansas 66285-4005 USA
Call:  888.387.3667 (toll-free) 913.341.3880 (local) 913.341.1296 (fax)
Online:  EssentialTremor.org

  Ship to:  (If different than the Purchaser’s address.)

Name __________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address ________________________________________________________________________________________________

City _____________________________________ State ___________  Zip ________________  Phone  (      ) _______________

_____ MasterCard     _____VISA     _____ Discover     _____ American Express     _____ My check in enclosed (payable to the IETF)

Acct # _______________________________________________  Exp. Date __________________  CVC ________________

Name as it appears on the card (please print) _________________________________________________________________

Billing address (if different than above) ______________________________________________________________________

City ________________________________________________  State _________________   Zip_______________________

Shipping Canadian Orders Add $5. All other international orders add $10. All international orders including Canadian  
must be paid by credit card or US money order. Free shipping in United States.

ET Awareness Bracelets (5/pk)  Qty ________________       $ _____________

ET Awareness Bookmarks (10/pk) Qty ________________        $ _____________ 

Total             $ ______________ 

                                           

Purchaser Name: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address ___________________________________________________  City ________________________________

State ________  Zip ________________  Phone (      )__________________  Email _____________________________

Merchandise

GIFT ORDER

GF-TT-042012
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Step #1: Choose your membership level

Step #2: Member Information

TT Spring/Summer 2012 - MF

IETF Membership Form
See the benefits of each membership below. Please complete this form and mail to IETF, PO 
Box 14005, Lenexa, KS 66286-4005 or renew your membership online at essentialtremor.org. 
Remember, your membership is tax-deductible. If you have any questions, please call the IETF 
at 888-387-3667 or email us at info@essentialtremor.org. IETF, PO Box 14005

Lenexa, KS 66286-4005

$30 Basic Membership
     Essential tremor medical alert card 
     The Patient Handbook
     IETF member magazine, Tremor Talk
     IETF member newsletter, The Scoop on Tremor
     Monthly email newsletter, Tremor Gram
     Medications flyer
     Coping Tips flyer
     Online membership

$50 Bronze Membership
     Basic Membership benefits plus
     Reusable green IETF logo bag

$100 Silver Membership
     Bronze Membership benefits plus
     IETF Anniversary Edition of Essays

$250 Gold Membership
     Silver Membership benefits plus
     ET: The Facts by Drs. Mark Plumb and David Bain    

$500 Platinum Membership
     Gold Membership benefits plus
     Richard Crandell Music CD: Essential Tremor

$1,000 President’s Club Membership
     Platinum Membership benefits plus
     One IETF apparel item    
     
     Size: __________

In order to provide you with the most appropriate information on our products and services, please tell us a little more 
about yourself. Please note: The IETF does not share or sell member information to any third party.

Please check one:   _____ Male    _____ Female        Do you have ET? _____ Yes  _____ No  

Date of Birth ____________

At what age did you first notice signs of ET? _______   At what age were you diagnosed with ET? __________

How many family members have ET?    Living _________     Deceased _________

How many generations of your family are affected by ET? (Living and deceased, including yourself) ________

Please check one:

Asian, Pacific Islander _____  Black _____  Hispanic _____ Native American _____

Caucasian, non-Hispanic _____  Other (please explain) _____

Over Please



Step #3: Additional Donation

Step #4: Gift Memberships

Step #5: Total Donations and Mail to the IETF

Total Donation: $

Donation amount: $ ______________

I would like my donation to fund: (Please check one)  Greatest need _______     Research Initiatives _______

    in honor of ________________________________         in memory of _____________________________

Please send an acknowledgement to: 

Name: ______________________________   Address: ___________________________________________

City: ________________________________ State: ______  Zip: __________  Country: _________________

Add a gift membership for a family member or friend for only $15 per Basic Membership

Name: ______________________________   Relation to you: ______________________________________

Address: _______________________________  City: ___________________ State: ______  Zip: __________ 

 
Name: ______________________________   Relation to you: ______________________________________

Address: _______________________________  City: ___________________ State: ______  Zip: __________

Name: ______________________________   Phone:  (______) ____________________________

Mailing Address: __________________________  City: _________________ State: ______  Zip: __________ 
 
Email: _______________________________________  (By providing your email address you acknowledge that you 
wish to receive electronic communications from the IETF. You may unsubscribe at any time.)

     My check is enclosed (payable to IETF)  Charge my         M/C          Visa          Discover          Am Express 

Card holders name: _____________________________ Acct #: _______________________________ Exp: __________

Billing address:  ________________________________________ City: _______________ State: ______ Zip: __________

Mail: IETF, PO Box 14005, Lenexa, KS 66285-4005 USA
Call:  888.387.3667 (toll-free) 913.341.3880 (local)
Online: EssentialTremor.org

©2007 IETF TT Spring/Summer2012 - MF
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UNITED STATES 

Madison, AL
Elise Hickman  
256-230-2594 
ew22155@charter.net

Little Rock, AR
Eric Twombly  
501-773-5528 
et_ark@yahoo.com

Peoria, AZ
Chuck Balogh  
632-521-7971 
dr.chuckbalogh@gmail.com

Sun City, AZ
Paul Leitch  
623.975.9638  
cpleitch@earthlink.net

Sun Lakes, AZ
Jane Limbaugh  
480-883-1766 
jlimbaugh888@msn.com

Belmont, CA
Deanne Bohne  
650-591-9362  
djb_628@comcast.net

Gilroy, CA
Lynda Dome  
480-847-8649 
siliconvalley_et@yahoo.com

Menlo Park, CA
Lois Sumner   
650.328.2998
lolosumner@yahoo.com

Roseville, CA
Paula Lavin  
916.616.0660 
rosevilleet@yahoo.com

San Ramon/East Bay, CA
Sharon Alexander  
925-487-5706 
eastbayet@comcast.net

Van Nuys, CA
Jackie Eddens  
760-981-4428 
jsinatraeyes@yahoo.com

Daytona Beach, FL
Lloyd Dunham  
386-761-6509  
dunham@cfl.rr.com

Lady Lake, FL
Gloria Hafner  
352.347.9199 
hafners@centurylink.net

Palm Harbor, FL
Liane Hansen  
727.647.6178 
lkm71025@yahoo.com

Pensacola, FL
Paul Stevens  
850-994-4305 
paulwstevens52@yahoo.com

Savannah, GA
Phil and Nancy Bowden  
912-352-7921 
savnan@bellsouth.net

Decatur, IL
Donald Klinker   
217-423-9667 
djklinker@comcast.net

East Peoria, IL
Janet Danielson 
309-694-6419 
emailjanet@comcast.net

Glen Ellyn, IL
Douglas Ward   
630-790-1342 
doruwa2@aol.com

Munster, IL
Donn Davidson  
219.972.0972 
donn@computerprofessionals.com

Northbrook, IL
Gladys Keats   
847-559-1779 
glady2k@ameritech.net

Northbrook, IL 
Howard Mirsky   
847-398-3378 
cavdarx@earthlink.net

Olathe, KS 
Sandy Curtis 
913-706-7802 
gsccurtis@embarqmail.com

Boston, MA
Sherrie Lookner
617-948-1975   
slookner@aol.com

East Falmouth, MA
Robert Reddy  
508-457-9025 
bobreddy@comcast.net

Springfield, MA
Karen Villanueva  
413.547.1407 
et.springfieldma@gmail.com

Silver Springs, MD
Dan Miller  
301.384.1139 
danmiller100@comcast.net

Scarborough, ME
Ted Ellis   
207-510-1402 
ted_metremorsupgroup@
yahoo.com

Clarkston, MI
Sabrina Pilarski  
248-891-3881 
tomsabrina@mac.com

Saginaw, MI
Carol Jerome   
989-799-5413 
crjerome@aol.com

Golden Valley, MN
Joan Hlas  
Struther’s Parkinson’s Center
952-993-6650 
joan.hlas@parknicollet.com

Chesterfield, MO
Mary Fitzpatrick  
636-861-7483 
Mary21Lou@yahoo.com

Lee’s Summit, MO 
Anita Otis 
816.373.4303  
anitafo@comcast.net

Lexington, MO
Sharon Oshita  
702-524-0875 
meyouzoo@hotmail.com

St. Louis, MO
Harold Bruner   
314-487-7407 
jhb7275@msn.com

An ET support group 
is an informal, self-
managed, self-help group.  
It is not a therapy group or 
12-step program. It is run 
by and for people that have 
ET or that have a family 
member or friend who has 
ET.

An ET support group is a 
place to be you. The group 
is a place where people feel 
welcome and accepted, 
can talk openly and can 
exchange ideas about the 
challenges of living with 
ET. It is a place where 
privacy and confidentiality 
are respected.

An ET support group is 
a source of information 
and practical suggestions 
about ET and about the 
IETF. It is not a substitute 
for medical treatment 
or for personal or health 
counseling.

An ET support group is 
a circle of friends where 
people with ET and their 
supporters can listen, laugh 
and empathize together.

An ET support group 
is as unique as its 
members. The interests 
and capabilities of 
support group members 
vary greatly and change 
over time. Rather than a 
standard approach, each 
group offers the specific 
support its members need 
at any given time.

Learn More 
About ET 

Support Groups



Asheville, NC
Rita Lyda   
828-298-4085 
rita@lyda.us

Carolina Beach, NC
Carol Anderson   
910-458-9127 
seaynotes@aol.com

Carson City, NY
Dena McCormick 
775-884-1106 
dena5224@yahoo.com

Albuquerque, NM
Ken Whiton   
505-255-4419 
kwhiton@msn.com

Commack, NY
Harvey Glasser   
631.493.9203 
hglas34832@aol.com

New York, NY
Joan Miravite, NP 
NP Beth Israel Medical   
212-844-6134 
jmiravite@chpnet.org

Oswego, NY
Kathleen Ruggio   
315.342.3925 
kathleen.ruggio@gmail.com

Watertown, NY
Nina Hershey   
315-232-2373 
ninakid@twcny.rr.com

Columbus, OH
David Williamson  
614-921-8711 
docwmson@sbcglobal.net

Dayton/Cincinnati, OH
Arlene Rosen  
513-791-5546 
arlene.rosen@gmail.com

Eugene, OR
Nick Richmond  
541.689.3323 
nmrichmond@aol.com

Philadelphia, PA
Myrna Levine  
215-627-0374 
myrnluvya70@gmail.com

Julie Stutzbach 
Penn Neurological Institute 
215-829-7651 
julie.stutzbach@uphs.upenn.edu

Pittsburgh, PA
Darla Yesko   
412-351-4564 
dfyesko@gmail.com

Aiken, SC
Don Winslow   
803-226-0338 
carpetart4@yahoo.com

Dallas, TX
Rachelle DuBose Caruthers 
214-345-4224 
dallasmovementdisorders@
texashealth.org

El Paso, TX
Lolita DiCara   
915-534-9393 
adicara1@juno.com

Katy, TX
Betty Schwarz   
281-347-2194 
schwarzrb@comcast.net

Tyler, TX
Elizabeth Guthrie 
East Texas Medical Center 
Neurological Institute  
903-316-9700 
elizabeth@elizabethguthrie.com

Charlottesville, VA
John Watterson  
434-973-2510 
johnwatterson@comcast.net

Irvington, VA
Stephanie Jewell  
804.435.2589 
sjewell@nnwifi.com

Richmond, VA
Diana Campbell  
804-556-2345 
et.richmondva@yahoo.com

Roanoke, VA
Charles Hopkins   
540.721.2087 
mhop856@aol.com

Seattle, WA
Allie Fee   
206-784-6978 
alliejf@gmail.com

La Crosse, WI
Lisa Collins Gunderson 
Lutheran Health Center  
608-775-2469 
ljcollin@gundluth.org

Middleton, WI
Joyce Montgomery  
608-662-9882 
madmidetgroup@yahoo.com

Milwaukee, WI
Vicki Conte 
Parkinson’s and Movement 
Disorders Program  
414-805-8326 
vconte@mcw.edu

INTERNATIONAL

Bonn, Germany
Albert Brancato 
Lotharstrasse 95 
Selbsthilfegruppe Essentieller 
Tremor  
011-49-228-9145917 
albert.brancato@yahoo.de

Cologne, Germany
Albert Brancato 
Selbsthilfe-Kontaktstelle Bonn 
Marisilstein 4-6  
1.14922E+14 
albert.brancato@yahoo.de

Lower Hutt, New Zealand
Robyn Harris   
49385525 
robynharris@xtra.co.nz

Romford, Essex, 
United Kingdom
Tonia Wells 
National Tremor Foundation 
tremorfoundation@aol.com

Toronto, Canada
Cecilia Ronderos  
647-892-4052 
ietf.canada@gmail.com
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For information on starting a support group in your area, contact:
Rebecca Dye / rebecca@essentialtremor.org or call toll-free 1-888-387-3667.
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Inspiring Young Girl Spreads ET Awareness
Story and photography by Linda Moody. 
Reprinted courtesy of The Daily Advocate, Greenville, Ohio.

essent ia l t remor.org

ET awaren e s s

Originally published March 9, 2012 – Joy 
Schaaf, a third-grader at East Elementary in 
Greenville, wants the public to help her  
celebrate National Essential Tremor (ET) 
Awareness Month in March.

The 8-year-old daughter of Teresa and Raymond 
Schaaf, was diagnosed with essential tremor in 
the fall of 2010 at the age of 6. She has done and 
is doing things to make the public become more 
aware of the disorder.

Joy, according to her mother, was invited to 
speak at the board of education meeting last 
Thursday, and a book Joy penned last year will 
be read by her to her class this week.

It was her teacher last year that observed Joy shaking while  
doing fine motor activities.

“She’s not too severe yet,” said her mother. “She needs help 
pouring things and needs different accommodations.”

Joy has written to various media and has even asked the Darke 
County commissioners to make March Essential Tremor 
Awareness Month in Darke County. That will be signed soon.

She will also be setting up a table at the Swinging 8’s Square 
Dance Club on March 24 to pass out bookmarks and fliers 
about essential tremor. “I am going to put out posters around 
the county and read a book to my classmates that I wrote last 
year,” she said. “People can find my book at the Greenville Pub-
lic Library and I donated one to the Springfield library. Eiken-
berry’s is going to put fliers in their grocery bags for me, and 
Bob Evans is allowing me to have a fundraiser April 13-15.”

She said if people would like to help with the fundraiser at 
Bob Evans in Greenville, they need to take her flier to the 
restaurant when they eat those three days. “Bob Evans will 
donate 15 percent to the International Essential Tremor 
Foundation,” she said.  
 
Joy loves school. “I like it all,” said Joy. “I like homework and 
read. It’s fun.”

She wants to try out for the East 
Echoes when she is a fourth-grader, 
and will sign up for cheerleading.

Her favorite subject is science, and 
she likes to read about cheetahs 
and leopards. “I can’t tell if my 
writing is shaky or not and I don’t 
think the teachers recognize it 
either,” she said.

At recess, she likes talking with her 
friends and playing freeze tag. Her 
evenings are spent doing home-
work and on Wednesdays, she goes 
to Logos Bible study at her church.

Her family used to live in Springfield and is now living in the 
Union City, Ohio, area, with their chihuahua, Princess Ginger.

ET, according to Joy in a letter to The Daily Advocate, is where 
people shake with their head, hands and voice.

“If a person has ET, they cannot control their shaking,” she 
said. “About 10 million people have ET in the United States. 
ET is not a disease like Parkinson’s. You can inherit it from 
your family and it is not contagious. Most people don’t know 
what ET is so I want to raise awareness for it.”

While ET is not life-threatening, it is a serious and progressive 
condition that can significantly affect a person’s quality of life…
socially, professionally and emotionally. People with ET often 
have difficulty with everyday activities, such as getting dressed, 
drinking, speaking or writing.

It was noted that despite the numerous people directly affected 
by ET, there is still little awareness of the disorder. In fact, ET 
is often misdiagnosed as Parkinson’s disease, but ET is eight 
times more common than Parkinson’s.

Getting proper diagnosis for tremor is a key step in seeking 
treatment, managing the condition and raising awareness with 
others to foster understanding. It afflicts people of all ages, 
including newborns.
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Look for information on our 
popular Tulips for Tremor 
annual fund raiser to benefit 
ET research initiatives and 
awareness programs.
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